Evaluation of small mass spectrometer systems for permanent gas analysis.
This work is aimed at understanding the aspects of designing a miniature mass spectrometer (MS) system. Several types of small MS systems are evaluated and discussed, including linear quadrupole, quadrupole ion trap, time of flight, and sector. Analysis of hydrogen, helium, oxygen, and argon in a nitrogen background with the concentrations of the components of interest ranging from 0 to 5000 parts per million (ppm). The performance of each system in terms of accuracy, precision, limits of detection, response time, recovery time, scan rate, size, and weight is assessed. The relative accuracies of the systems varied from <1% to approximately 40% with an average below 10%. Relative precisions varied from 1% to 20%, with an average below 5%. The detection limits had a large distribution, ranging from 0.2 to 170 ppm. The systems had a diverse response time ranging from 4 to 210 s, as did the recovery time with a 6-to-210-s distribution. Most instruments had scan times near 1 s; however, one instrument exceeded 13 s. System weights varied from 9 to 52 kg and sizes ranged from 15 x 10(3) cm3 to 110 x 10(3) cm3. A performance scale is set up to rank each system, and an overall performance score is given to each system.